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ABSTRACT
We present the results of a study of the gauge dependence of spacetime perturba-
tions. In particular, we consider gauge invariance in general, we give a generating
formula for gauge transformations to an arbitrary order n, and explicit transfor-
mation rules at second order.
Proceedings of the









as a way of obtaining more accurate results to be compared
with present and future observations. Also, second order perturbations provide a
reliable measure of the accuracy of the linearized theory. However, as it is well
known, relativistic perturbations are, in general, gauge dependent.
4;5
Here we illus-
trate some results we have recently derived,
6
concerning this issue and the one of
gauge invariance.
5;7;8
We shall omit proofs, for reasons of space.
2. Knight dieomorphisms
Let M be a m-dimensional dierentiable manifold, and let  be a vector eld on
M, generating a ow

 : IRM!M, where (0; p) = p, 8 p 2 M. For any given
 2 IR, we shall write, as usual, 

(p) := (; p), 8 p 2 M. If T is a tensor eld on
M, the pull{back 


denes a new eld 


T on M, which is thus a function of .

























denotes the Lie derivative along . It is worth pointing out that the proof




















to dene a new one-parameter













displaces a point of M a parameter interval  along the integral
curve of 
(1)
, and then an interval 
2
=2 along the integral curve of 
(2)
. With a chess-
inspired terminology, we shall call it a knight dieomorphism, or simply a knight.
This concept can be immediately generalized to the case in which n vector elds

(1)
; : : : ; 
(n)
are dened on M, corresponding to the ows 
(1)
; : : : ; 
(n)
. Then we

















and the vector elds 
(1)
; : : : ; 
(n)











T of a tensor eld T dened on M. However, the result is easily
extended, because the pull-back 	


T of a tensor eld T by a one-parameter family of
knights 	 with generators 
(1)
; : : : ; 
(k)
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  T : (3)

In order not to burden the discussion unnecessarily, we suppose that  is a one-parameter group of
dieomorphisms, dening global transformations ofM.
The proof of this simply requires the repeated application of (1) . The explicit form




















T +    : (4)
Equations (3) and (4) apply to a one-parameter family of knights of arbitrarily high
rank, and can be specialized to the particular case of rank n simply by setting 
(k)










































+    : (5)
Knights are rather special, and (3) may seem of limited applicability. This is,
however, not the case, as shown by the following
Theorem: Let 	 : IR M ! M be a one-parameter family of dieomorphisms.
Then 9 
(1)
; : : : ; 
(k)
; : : : ; one-parameter groups of dieomorphisms of M, such that
	















The meaning of this Theorem is that any one-parameter family of dieomorphisms
can always be regarded as a one-parameter family of knights | of innite rank, in
general | and can be approximated by a family of knights of suitable rank.
y
3. Gauge transformations




)g, where the metric g

and the matter elds (here collectively referred to as 










depend smoothly on the di-









), which is sup-
posed to be known. This situation is most naturally described by introducing an
(m + 1)-dimensional manifold N , foliated by submanifolds dieomorphic to M, so
that N = M IR. We shall label each copy of M by the corresponding value of
the parameter . Now, if a tensor eld T

is given on each M

, a tensor eld T is
automatically dened on N .










is given by a dieomorphism '













can be regarded as the member of a ow ' on N , corresponding to the value  of
y
We have supposed so far that maps and elds are analytic, but it is possible to give versions of (1),
(3), and (6), that hold only for C
n
objects. The main change
10
then is the substitution of Taylor
series like the one in (1) by a nite sum of n  1 terms plus a remainder.
the group parameter. Therefore, we could equally well give the vector eld X that
generates ', and we shall refer both to the point identication map ' and to X as a





















































; this formalizes the statement one commonly nds in the literature,
that \perturbations are elds living in the background." In the particular case when














when the eld equation is too dicult to solve exactly.
Let us now suppose that two gauges X and Y are dened, associated with ' and
 on N , that connect any two leaves of the foliation. Thus X and Y are everywhere
transverse to the M

, and points lying on the same integral curve of either of the
two are to be regarded as the same point within the respective gauge, i.e., ' and  
are both point identication maps. Both can be used to pull back a generic tensor
eld T , and to construct therefore two other tensor elds '


T and  


T , for any given
value of . In particular, on M
0































are the representations, inM
0
, of the perturbed


































































, for any pair of gauges X and Y , we say that T is totally gauge-









all X and Y and 8k. But in practice, one is interested in perturbations to order n; it









for any X and Y , and 8k  n. One can then prove the following




T = 0 ,
for any vector eld  on M and 8k < n.
As a consequence, T is gauge-invariant to order n i T
0
and all its perturbations
of order lower than n are, in any gauge, a combination of Kronecker deltas with
z
For the sake of simplicity, we denote the restriction toM
0
of a tensor eld dened over N simply
by the sux 0.
constant coecients.
4;5
Further, it then follows that T is totally gauge-invariant i it
is a combination of Kronecker deltas with coecients depending only on .
If a tensor T is not gauge-invariant, it is important to know how its representation
on M
0
changes under a gauge transformation. To this purpose, it is useful to dene,

















so dened, is not a ow on
M
0











, essentially because X and Y , in
general, do not commute. However, the Theorem above guarantees that, to order n
in , the one-parameter family of dieomorphisms  can always be approximated by
















































Thus, the Theorem allows us to use (3) as a generating formula for a gauge transfor-


































are now the rst two generators of 

, or of the gauge transforma-
tion, if one prefers. We can now relate the perturbations in the two gauges. To the
lowest orders, this is easy to do explicitly, just substituting (10) into (12):
Proposition 2: Given a tensor eld T , the relations between its rst and second





































This result is consistent with Proposition 1, of course. Equation (13) implies
that T





= 0 , for any vector eld 





= 0 , and therefore Eq. (14) leads to
$

T = 0 . Similar conditions hold at higher orders. It is also possible to nd
the explicit expressions, in terms of X and Y , for the generators 
(k)
of a gauge
transformation. In fact, it is easy to prove that the rst two generators of the one-
parameter family of dieomorphisms  are 
(1)
= Y  X, and 
(2)
= [X; Y ].
4. Conclusions
In this contribution we have briey illustrated how a gauge transformation in
the theory of spacetime perturbations is a member of a family | not a group |
of dieomorphisms. The family can be approximated by a ow only when attention
is restricted to linear perturbations. When n-th order perturbations are considered,
gauge transformations can instead be approximated by n-th rank knights dieomor-
phisms. In fact, in introducing these objects, we have proved
6
that a generic family
of dieomorphisms can always be regarded as a knight, in general of 1-th rank. We
have also considered gauge invariance, and given a generating formula for gauge trans-
formations of arbitrary order. The formalism presented here has been applied in the
context of cosmology,
6
to obtain the explicit trasformations between the syncronous
and the Poisson (generalized longitudinal) gauges.
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